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Abstract Active splitting control utilizes real-time deci-

sion and system-level splitting to prevent cascading

blackouts and to maintain power supply under severe dis-

turbances. Splitting strategy searching (SSS) is one of the

most crucial issues in active splitting control for deciding

‘‘where to split’’. SSS determines the splitting surface in

real time to properly divide the asynchronous generators

into isolated islands with an optimal control effect. In this

paper, an SSS approach that focuses on island stability is

presented. The proposed SSS approach is designed to

ensure a rational stability margin and regulation ability on

each island during and after the transient process of system

splitting. This method includes the active/reactive power

flow feasibility constraints and voltage/angle stability

constraints in the steady state, as well as the frequency

response capability constraints in the transient process. By

considering the island stability constraints in the SSS, the

proposed approach can avoid the splitting strategies with

poor stability performance. Therefore, the major advantage

of the proposed approach is ensuring better island static

and transient stability during and after the splitting control.

In addition, the entire model is formulated as a mixed-

integer second-order cone programming (MISOCP) model.

Thus, it can be rapidly solved by using commercial opti-

mization solvers. Numerical simulation of a realistic

provincial power system in central China demonstrates the

validity of the proposed approach and the necessity of

considering the island stability issues.

Keywords Splitting strategy searching (SSS), Mixed-

integer second-order cone programming (MISOCP),

Controlled islanding, Static stability margin, Transient

stability, Power system

1 Introduction

Splitting control is the last defense line in power system

security control for preventing system-wide blackouts [1].

When an out-of-step oscillation occurs and conventional

emergency control fails to suppress the oscillation, splitting

control is activated to separate the asynchronous generator

groups into several isolated power islands, thereby

restricting fault propagation and maintaining power supply

[2].

With the rapid development of power system monitoring

and communication in recent years, the concept of active

splitting control has been proposed, directing research

toward a real-time monitoring, system-level decision and

adaptive control approach [3]. In the active splitting con-

trol, major tasks include deciding whether to split [4], when

to split [5], and where to split [6]. In this paper, we con-

centrate on the last problem, which is also referred to as the
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splitting strategy searching (SSS) problem. The objective

of SSS is to determine a suitable set of transmission lines to

be tripped out in real time to separate the asynchronous

generator groups. Reference [7] systematically summarized

the system operating requirements in SSS as the following

four main points: � synchronization separation constraint

(SSC), i.e., the asynchronous generator groups should be

separated into isolated islands; ` power balance constraint

(PBC), i.e., the power generation and load of each island

should be balanced; ´ static equilibrium constraint (SEC),

i.e., each island can reach a feasible steady-state operating

point with a sufficient static stability margin; ˆ transient

equilibrium constraint (TEC), i.e., each island is capable of

stably surviving the transient process.

Numerous studies have been performed to investigate

SSC and PBC in SSS, such as ordered binary decision

diagram based methods [3, 6], slow coherency methods

[8, 9], graph theory methods [10, 11], and constrained

optimization methods [12, 13]. It has been shown that SSC

and PBC can be accurately modelled in the form of linear

constraints and be effectively handled by the existing

approaches.

Although SSC and PBC are thoroughly discussed in

previous studies, the consideration of SEC and TEC is far

from adequate despite their non-negligible importance. The

over-simplification of SEC and TEC originally comes from

the complexity of the stability constraints. In the majority

of SSS studies, SEC is simplified as the power flow fea-

sibility (PFF) constraint on each island. Reference [6]

designs a practical multi-phase approach and examines the

island PFF of each candidate strategy in the ‘‘checking’’

stage. The research in [14] presents a mixed-integer linear

programming (MILP) model to formulate the DC power

flow (DCPF) constraints of each island. In addition to PFF,

several studies investigate other static stability issues in

SSS. Reference [15] proposes a two-stage stochastic

approach which considers the possible contingencies on

each island to enhance the island reliability. Reference [16]

develops the static voltage stability consideration in SSS by

checking the Q-V sensitivity of each candidate splitting

strategy. Rather than strategy checking, research in [17]

investigates the formulation method of island voltage sta-

bility margin (VSM) in SSS so that the splitting strategy

satisfying certain VSM can be directly solved out.

Regarding TEC, the necessity of considering the transient

process in the splitting strategy decision has been fully

demonstrated by simulations in [18]. However, the precise

modelling of TEC in SSS is extremely complex due to the

non-linearity introduced by the differential algebraic

equations; thus, the majority of previous studies do not

consider TEC. Adopting proper island corrective control

strategies to assist the splitting control would be an effec-

tive way to improve the island transient performance

[19, 20]. However, these approaches do not directly

address how to obtain a more rational splitting strategy.

Reference [18] proposes a ‘‘threshold value constraint’’ in

SSS to restrict the degree of the island disturbance caused

by the splitting control. Thus, each power island is more

likely to survive the transient process. However, the

threshold for the island active power disturbance is

empirically determined and fails to take the island regu-

lation ability into account, which may lead to a conserva-

tive or aggressive result. Similarly, several studies consider

TEC by addressing the island active power disturbance

problem caused by the system splitting, such as minimizing

the pre-split island power flow exchange [21], minimizing

the post-split island power imbalance [22], and so on.

Moreover, SSS with only SSC, PBC and PFF has been

proven to be a multiple optimal solution (MOS) problem

[23]. This fact indicates that although various splitting

strategies exist in which the load loss minimized, these

strategies would vary largely in terms of stability perfor-

mance if the SEC and TEC are lacked.

Because each island is equipped with emergency con-

trol, it is unnecessary for the splitting strategy to strictly

satisfy every stability constraint. Rather, it would be

practical to ensure a rational stability margin and regulation

ability on each island. Motivated by this understanding,

this paper aims to develop a practical SEC and TEC

modelling approach to make a trade-off between the

complexity of SEC/TEC models and computational bur-

den. The main contributions of this paper can be summa-

rized as follows. First, the stability risks during the overall

splitting control process are discussed. Essential issues that

affect the island static and transient stability characteristics

are extracted. Second, the modeling approach for the sta-

bility issues is investigated. Consequently, the entire SSS

model considering island stability appears as a mixed-in-

teger second-order cone programming (MISOCP) problem;

thus, it can be rapidly solved using commercial solvers.

Third, a numerical simulation is performed in a realistic

power system in central China to verify the effectiveness of

this study. A comparison between strategies with and

without stability considerations is presented to illustrate the

necessity of embedding stability issues in SSS.

Compared with the previous studies, this paper addres-

ses the island static and transient stability characteristics

both during and after the splitting control. Thus, the split-

ting strategies with poor stability performance are effec-

tively rejected in the strategy searching process.

Additionally, the whole problem is formulated in a deter-

ministic MISOCP form to ensure the problem-solving

efficiency and the method practicality. The remainder of

this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly ana-

lyzes the essential stability issues in SSS as the prelimi-

naries of this research. Section 3 investigates the problem
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formulation in detail. Section 4 provides the method

implementation scheme. Section 5 presents the numerical

simulation and discussion. Finally, Section 6 draws the

conclusions.

2 Problem analysis

The overall splitting process can be roughly divided into

four periods [7], as presented in Fig. 1. In each period, the

stability risks vary due to specific factors and correspond to

different SSS constraints. A proper splitting strategy should

be capable of managing the major stability risks in each

period.

1) Interconnected system operation period

Once system splitting is inevitable following a large

disturbance, coherency identification is implemented

to distinguish the asynchronous generator groups, and

then SSS is activated to determine a splitting control

strategy. Generally, the main stability risk during this

period comes from an out-of-step oscillation, namely,

the transient angle stability problem. This issue cor-

responds to SSC.

2) System separating period and island restoring period

Once the splitting strategy is determined, the

system splitting is activated at a proper time. In the

system separating period, the stability risk on each

island is primarily affected by the active power

imbalance [18]. This issue corresponds to TEC.

Directly embedding the detailed transient model in

SSS is impractical considering the computational

burden. Rather, TEC can be simplified as restricting

the impact of the initial power imbalance on each

island as recommended by [18].

3) Island operation period

After the island oscillation is damped, each island

transitions to a steady-state operating point. For a

newly formed power island, it is difficult for the

system operators to thoroughly understand its operat-

ing characteristics in advance. In addition, since each

island is hastily constructed in emergency circum-

stances, it is likely to be vulnerable. Thus, it is a

practical requirement to provide a sufficient static

stability margin on each island to enhance its security

level. This issue corresponds to PBC and SEC.

Compared with PBC, SEC places greater emphasis

on reactive power distribution, power flow condition

and static stability margin.

As a conclusion, the essential issues impacting the

island static and transient equilibrium characteristics can be

summarized as four main points. In the steady state, the

main problems are the feasibility of the island power flow

and the improvement of the island static stability margin.

In the transient process, the main problems are the sepa-

ration of the asynchronous generator groups and the

restriction of the power imbalance impact caused by the

system splitting action. The following section focuses on

the method for modelling the stability issues above, thereby

obtaining splitting strategies with better stability perfor-

mance while ensuring the computational efficiency of the

SSS model.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of stability risks during the overall splitting control process
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3 Problem formulation

This section presents the formulation of the problem

with consideration of SEC and TEC in SSS.

3.1 Formulation for PFF

The AC power flow model depicts the branch power

flow as follows:

Pij ¼ V2
i gij � ViVjðgij cos hij þ bij sin hijÞ

Qij ¼ ViVjðbij cos hij � gij sin hijÞ � V2
i ðbij þ b0

ijÞ

(
ð1Þ

where Pij;Qij represent the active and reactive power flows

from bus i to bus j; Vi;Vj; hi; hj represent the voltage

amplitudes and angles at buses i and j; hij ¼ hi � hj; and

gij; bij; b
0
ij denote branch conductance, susceptance and

leakage susceptance, respectively.

Since the AC power flow model is non-linear and dif-

ficult to solve, an approximate linear power flow model is

derived as a substitute for (1). The following proper

approximations are adopted: � sin hij � hij and cos hij � 1

since hij commonly distributes in � p=6; p=6½ �; ` the

quadratic terms of DV ¼ V � 1 can be approximately

ignored since V commonly distributes in 0:85; 1:1½ �.
The above approximations help to establish a linear

power flow model. Take the branch active power flow as an

example:

Pij � ð1 þ DViÞ2
gij � ð1 þ DViÞð1 þ DVjÞ gij þ hijbij

� �
� ð1 þ 2DViÞgij � ð1 þ DVi þ DVjÞgij � hijbij

¼ � bijhi þ bijhj þ gijVi � gijVj

ð2Þ

Based on (2), the active power flow constraints in SSS

can be formulated as:X
ði;jÞ2E

Pij ¼ PG
i � PL

i 8i 2 N ð3Þ

Pij ¼ � bijhi þ bijhj þ gijVi � gijVj

� �
xij 8ði; jÞ 2 E

ð4Þ

where N is the node set; E is the branch set; PG
i and PL

i are

the active power generation and power load at bus i,

respectively; and xij is the binary variable indicating the

status of the branch from i to j, where xij ¼ 0 if the branch

is tripped out or 1 otherwise. Constraint (3) ensures the

active power balance. Constraint (4) sets the branch active

power flow equation.

The multiplication between xij and Vi;Vj; hi; hj intro-

duces non-linearity to (4). However, they can be equiva-

lently reformulated into linear constraints using the

reformulation-linearization technique [24]. Take Vixij as an

example. Define mVi

ij ¼ Vixij; then, mVi

ij has

� Cxij �mVi

ij �Cxij

Vi � C 1 � xij
� �

�mVi

ij �Vi þ C 1 � xij
� �

8<
: ð5Þ

where C is a sufficiently large positive constant. The lin-

earization of Vjxij, hixij, hjxij can be performed similarly.

Consequently, the active power flow constraints in (3) and

(4) are completely linear.

Analogous to (2), (3) and (4), the reactive power flow

constraints for SSS can be formulated as:X
ði;jÞ2E

Qij ¼ QG
i � QL

i 8i 2 N ð6Þ

Qij ¼ � gijhi þ gijhj þ ð�bij � 2b0
ijÞVi

h
þ bijVj þ b0

ij

i
xij 8ði; jÞ 2 E

ð7Þ

where QG
i and QL

i are variables that represent reactive

power generation and power load at bus i, respectively.

Therefore, the PFF constraints are formulated in MILP

form, as presented in (3)–(7). In addition, the variable

bound constraints should be considered. Due to page lim-

itations, these constraints are not presented.

3.2 Formulation for static stability margin

Given that the generators in each island are syn-

chronous, the angle stability problem is typically not

severe. Thus, the power angle stability margin is formu-

lated by the branch angle difference restriction as recom-

mended in [25]:

� p=4� hi � hj
� �

xij � p=4 8ði; jÞ 2 E ð8Þ

VSM reflects the ability of maintaining voltage support

in the entire system. Multiple indices have been proposed

for static VSM assessment. Among these indices, the L-

index [26] is a widely used method. The nodal L-index is

defined as follows:

Li ¼ 1 �
X
j2NG

FLG
ij

_Vj= _Vi

�����
����� 8i 2 NL ð9Þ

where NG is the set of generator buses; NL is the set of load

buses (in this paper, the intermediate buses are regarded as

a special type of load buses with the power load as zero); Li

is the L-index of bus i (for load buses only); _Vi is the

voltage of bus i in the complex number field, _Vi ¼ Vi\hi;
FLG
ij is the ith row, jth column element of the complex

matrix FLG. FLG is obtained from the post-split system

admittance matrix Y as follows:
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_IG

_IL

" #
¼ YGG YGL

YLG YLL

" #
_VG

_VL

" #
ð10Þ

where _IG; _IL; _VG; _VL represent the vectors of complex

current injections and voltages at the generator buses and

load buses; YGG represents the submatrix of Y by

extracting the rows and columns corresponding to the

generator buses; YGL represents the submatrix of Y by

extracting the rows corresponding to the generator buses

and the columns corresponding to the load buses; YLG and

YLL are defined in analogy. In matrix form, FLG ¼
� YLL
� ��1

YLG [26]. Furthermore, in element form, FLG
ij

satisfies the following equation:

YLG
ij ¼ �

X
k2NL

YLL
ik F

LG
kj 8i 2 NL; 8j 2 NG ð11Þ

where YLL
ik and YLG

kj are elements of YLL and YLG.

A smaller Li indicates a better VSM, and the system

VSM is assessed by the maximum nodal VSM [26]. To

eliminate the complex number field calculation in (9), the

complex-form L-index is defined as follows:

_Li ¼ 1 �
X
j2NG

FLG
ij

_Vj= _Vi 8i 2 NL ð12Þ

Equations (11) and (12) help yield the following:X
k2NL

YLL
ik

_Vk
_Lk

� �

¼
X
k2NL

YLL
ik

_Vk �
X
j2NG

_Vj

X
k2NL

YLL
ik FLG

kj

 !

¼
X
k2NL

YLL
ik

_Vk þ
X
j2NG

YLG
ij

_Vj ¼ _Ii 8i 2 NL

ð13Þ

where _Ii is the complex current injection at bus i.

Therefore, the power injection at load buses can be

expressed by the L-indices rather than the current injection:

_Si ¼ _Vi
_I�i ¼ _Vi

X
j2NL

YLL
ij

_Vj
_Lj

 !�

¼
X
j2NL

YLL
ij

� ��
_Vi
_V�
j
_L�j ð14Þ

where _Si represents the complex power injection at bus i; �
is the conjugate symbol.

Denote Lr;i and Li;i as the real part and imaginary part of

_Li. The following proper approximations hold:

1) For each branch, gij � bij; thus, Yij � �jbijxij¼4jb
0

ij,

Yii �
P

ði;jÞ2E
jðbij þ b0

ijÞxij¼
4

jb
0

ii, where j is the imaginary

unit.

2) For each branch, Vi � Vj.

3) For each node i, Vi � 1; thus, V�2
i � � 2Vi þ 3.

Based on the above approximations, (14) can be derived

into the following:

_Si �
X
j2NL

jb
0

ij

� ��
V2
i
_L�j ¼

X
j2NL

�jb
0

ijV
2
i ðLr;j � jLi;jÞ

¼ �V2
i

X
j2NL

b
0

ijLi;j

 !
� j V2

i

X
j2NL

b
0

ijLr;j

 !
8i 2 NL

ð15Þ

By separating the real and imaginary parts, (15) is

converted into the real number field with proper

approximations:X
j2NL

b
0

ijLi;j ¼ V�2
i PL

i � PL
i � 2Vi þ 3ð Þ

X
j2NL

b
0

ijLr;j ¼ V�2
i QL

i � QL
i � 2Vi þ 3ð Þ

8>>><
>>>:

ð16Þ

where 8i 2 NL. The multiplication between b
0
ij and Li;j; Lr;j

can readily be converted into the equivalent linear form

using the linearization technique presented in (5). Mean-

while, since the priority for splitting control is to minimize

load loss to the greatest extent [8], Pi and Qi are approxi-

mately replaced by the pre-split nodal power load, denoted

as PL0
i and QL0

i , respectively.

Therefore, the island VSM assessment model based on

the L-index is finally formulated as the following:

min OSEC ¼ Lsys

s.t.
X
j2NL

b
0

ijLi;j ¼ PL0
i � 2Vi þ 3ð Þ 8i 2 NL

X
j2NL

b
0

ijLr;j ¼ QL0
i � 2Vi þ 3ð Þ 8i 2 NL

L2
r;i þ L2

i;i � Lsys 8i 2 NL

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð17Þ

The first and second constraints in (17) separately

calculate the real and imaginary parts of the nodal L-

indices. The third constraint in (17) defines the system L-

index Lsys in the second-order cone form. Then, by taking

Lsys as the minimization objective OSEC, the VSM of each

island can be better guaranteed in the SSS decision.

Consequently, the island VSM requirement is modeled as a

MISOCP model.

3.3 Formulation of frequency dip/rise restriction

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 deal with the steady-state stability

performance on each island. Further, this subsection dis-

cusses the transient process consideration in splitting

control.
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Actually, to completely capture the transient instability

process is extremely complicated and unwieldy, which is

also hard to meet the real-time decision requirement of

splitting control. Thus, it is necessary to make a trade-off

between the requirement of handling the stability issues

and the requirement of real-time decision. It is commonly

agreed that the sudden active power imbalance is the pri-

mary and the severest threat to the island transient stability

after system splitting [18, 20–22, 27]. A large power

imbalance disturbance caused by the splitting action would

possibly lead to insufferable frequency dip/rise on the

islands, and severely threaten the island transient process.

Thus, the transient frequency process and the frequency

response ability of each island would be a major impact

factor for ensuring island transient stability [18]. As for the

transient angle stability, since the asynchronous generators

are divided into different islands, the generators within

each island are basically coherent which largely ensures the

island angle stability. Meanwhile, since the reactive power

is balanced locally, the transient voltage stability is neither

a major issue for most scenarios if the system possesses

adequate reactive power reserves and strong enough exci-

tation systems. Consequently, the transient angle and

voltage stability problems on each island are usually not

severe if a proper splitting strategy is activated timely to

separate the generators into isolated islands.

As a result, this subsection focuses on the frequency

variation during the island transient process after the sud-

den power imbalance caused by the splitting action. In the

following, a simplified primary frequency response model

is introduced to evaluate the power imbalance endurance

capability of each island.

Since the generators within each island are coherent, the

transient frequency process of each island can be described

by the equivalent single-machine model. Accordingly, the

swing equation of the equivalent single-machine model for

island d can be depicted as follows [28]:

Pimb
d ðtÞ ¼ Pmec

d ðtÞ � Pelec
d ðtÞ ¼ 2Hd

dDfdðtÞ
dt

ð18Þ

where Pmec
d ðtÞ;Pelec

d ðtÞ represent the mechanical and elec-

trical power of island d at time t; Pimb
d ðtÞ denotes the

mechanical-electrical power imbalance; Hd is the island

generator inertia; and fdðtÞ is the island frequency at time

t.

Additionally, several approximations introduced in (18)

should be clarified:

1) The time scale of the transient frequency variation

immediately after splitting control mainly corresponds

to the time scale of primary frequency response

(5–30 s [28]). Thus, the regulation by automatic

generation control is roughly ignored.

2) The power loads are modelled as the PQ buses and the

change of power load over frequency and voltage is

not considered.

3) The damping effect of the power loads and the

generators is roughly ignored. This approximation

leads to a conservative estimate of the island fre-

quency response ability, since the damping effect

would improve the frequency deterioration [29, 30].

4) Although the island frequency differs across different

buses, in this paper the average frequency defined by

the center of inertia method [28] is adopted.

Suppose that the system is split at time t ¼ t0. With a

sudden power imbalance Pimb
d ðt0þÞ, the island frequency

starts suffering from a dip or rise. The initial island power

imbalance is expressed as follows:

Pimb
d ðt0þÞ ¼ Pmec

d ðt0þÞ � ðPelec
d ðt0þÞ � DPisl

d Þ ð19Þ

where DPisl
d is the load shedding amount on island d after

system splitting restricted by the nadir-based frequency

stability requirement. Since the generators on each island

are pre-decided by coherency identification, Pimb
d ðt0þÞ is

impacted by the division of the load nodes.

Responding to the island frequency variation, the gen-

erator governors automatically regulate the mechanical

power to re-establish the mechanical-electrical power bal-

ance. An inadequate frequency-response reserve capability

would potentially induce a clear or even insufferable fre-

quency dip/rise. This paper discusses the situation where

Pimb
d ðt0þÞ\0, corresponding to potential load shedding, as

an example. The situation for Pimb
d ðt0þÞ[ 0 can be mod-

eled by analogy. A conservative assumption of a constant

generator ramping rate is adopted [29] for simplification.

Thus, the island power imbalance is expressed as follows:

Pimb
d ðtÞ ¼ Pimb

d ðt0þÞ þ ðt � t0ÞRd t� t0 ð20Þ

where Rd is the total governor ramping rate on island d. In

contrast to the steady-state load shedding, this is a ‘‘tem-

porary load shedding’’ caused by the frequency dynamics

and can be recovered after the transient process.

Denote tnadir as the time that the frequency trajectory

meets the first nadir. Figure 2 illustrates the governor

regulation process and the corresponding frequency varia-

tion. It is easy to understand that Pimb
d ðtnadirÞ ¼ 0.

With (18) integrated from t ¼ t0 to t ¼ tnadir and (20)

substituted, the expression for the frequency dip can be

derived as follows:
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Dfd ¼ fdðt0Þ � fdðtnadirÞ ¼ �
Z tnadir

t0

Pimb
d ðtÞ
2Hd

dt

¼ �
Z tnadir

t0

ðt � t0ÞRd þ Pimb
d ðt0þÞ

2Hd

dt

¼
Pimb
d ðt0þÞ

� �2

4HdRd

ð21Þ

To restrict the frequency nadir to a rational range, the

frequency dip is restricted as Dfd �Dfmax. Therefore, based

on (21), the minimal island temporary load shedding

constraint is formulated:

DPisl
d � max Pelec

d ðt0þÞ � Pmec
d ðt0þÞ

n
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4HdRdDfmax

p
; 0
o ð22Þ

Constraint (22) depicts the inevitable load loss

considering the island inertia and the governor regulation

capability during the frequency dynamics. As illustrated in

(22), the rational division of the load nodes will greatly

impact the frequency dynamics, which also indicates the

necessity of considering the frequency response capability.

Since SSS is generally controlled in a sufficiently short

time, the generator mechanical power at the decision-start

time is used to approximate Pmec
d ðt0þÞ with a reasonable

assumption that the mechanical power of each generator

does not considerably change during the SSS process.

Hence, Pmec
d ðt0þÞ is known parameters for each island. The

equivalent island inertia constant Hd and the equivalent

island ramping rate Rd depend on the generator parameters

and the division of generators on each island. Since

coherency identification distinguishes the coherent

generator groups and pre-determines the generator

division before SSS, Hd and Rd can be pre-calculated

based on the generator inertia and governor ramping rate as

well as the coherency identification results. Hence, Hd and

Rd are known parameters for each island independent to the

splitting strategy. As a result, the only decision variables

are DPisl
d and Pelec

d ðt0þÞ, which makes (22) a linear

constraint.

Compared with the transient disturbance restriction in

[18], the power imbalance restriction in (22) reflects the

island frequency response capability rather than an

empirical threshold. Meanwhile, because the transient fre-

quency process is modeled as linear constraints, it does not

introduce considerable computational burden for SSS.

3.4 Integrated SSS model

Based on the formulation work presented above, the SSS

model considering the static and transient stability con-

straints is finally integrated as a MISOCP model:

min O ¼ k1Obasic þ k2OSEC þ k3OTEC

s.t. Obasic ¼
X
i2NL

PL0
i � PL

i

� �
OSEC ¼ Lsys

OTEC ¼
XD
d¼1

DPisl
d

ð3Þ; ð4Þ; ð6Þ; ð7Þ; ð8Þ; ð17Þ; ð22Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð23Þ

Denote the proposed SSS model (23) as M0. M0 is a three-

objective optimization model. Obasic is the steady-state load

shedding, which is the commonly adopted objective in

SSS. OSEC and OTEC respectively refer to the SEC objec-

tive ((17)) and the TEC objective ((22)). In this paper, the

weighted method is simply adopted to address the multi-

objective problem. The weight coefficients are set as

k1 ¼ 100=
P
i2NL

PL0
i , k2 ¼ 1, and k3 ¼ 20=

P
i2NL

PL0
i to make

minimizing load shedding the top priority. The constraints

in (23) include the PFF, island stability margin and tran-

sient frequency restriction. Moreover, SSC should also be

considered in M0, which is a set of linear constraints. Due

to page limitations, please refer to (15)–(18) in [17] for

details.

Based on M0, the active splitting strategy is obtained

with an appropriate consideration of island stability char-

acteristics. Furthermore, a brief analysis of the feasibility,

solvability and adaptability of M0 is provided below. These

features are necessary for guaranteeing the practicability of

the proposed method.

3.4.1 Model feasibility

Real-time control requires the SSS model to be defi-

nitely feasible. Otherwise, the system operator will fail to

System
oscillation

Island
oscillation

t

ttnadirt0

P (t)d
mec P (t)d

elec

f (t)d

tnadirf (       )d

Fig. 2 Island frequency response illustration
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obtain the splitting strategy in time, which may lead to

disturbance propagation or even a system-wide blackout.

Although several complicated stability issues are embed-

ded in M0, it can be proven that the newly considered

constraints do not affect the model feasibility. Figure 3

illustrates the feasible region (FR) of the decision variables

xijj8ði; jÞ 2 E
� 	

. With different model constraints, the FR

of xij does not change, which guarantees the model feasi-

bility. Specifically, the power flow constraints in (3)–(7)

can always be satisfied by rational generator tripping or

load shedding; thus, PFF does not affect the FR for xij, as

shown in ` of Fig. 3. The VSM consideration in (17) is

actually an equivalent presentation for solving the L-index,

so it does not shrink the FR, as shown in ´ of Fig. 3. The

TEC in (22) represents the lower limit of temporary load

shedding and does not lead to a break in feasibility. Con-

sequently, the model (23) always has a feasible solution.

Additionally, because the optimal solution region (OSR)

shrinks when considering more stability constraints, the

strategies with poor stability performance are naturally

excluded. Therefore, the computational time for further

checking the PFF and island stability can be effectively

saved [18].

3.4.2 Model solvability

Considering the real-time decision requirement of

splitting control, the SSS model is supposed to be solved in

a short time. Any convergence problems that occur during

optimization would be a risk of real-time splitting decision

failure. Although the VSM constraint (17) introduces non-

linearity, it is a special type of non-linear constraint, i.e.,

the second-order cone constraint. Second-order cone pro-

gramming (SOCP) has an essence of convex programming,

and it exhibits excellent features in optimality and prob-

lem-solving efficiency. Mathematically, SOCPs can con-

verge to the global-best solution in polynomial time using

interior-point methods [31]. Furthermore, MISOCP can be

conveniently and effectively solved by mature algorithms,

combining the techniques in integer programming and

SOCP, as well as by commercial optimization software,

i.e., CPLEX. Consequently, the optimality, convergence

and problem-solving efficiency features of (23) are guar-

anteed, which makes the proposed model solvable in

practice.

3.4.3 Model adaptability

In addition to feasibility and solvability, it is also

important for the SSS approach to work well when the

inter-area oscillation between multiple generator groups

occurs. Here, we demonstrate that each stability issue

considered in the proposed SSS model (23), namely PFF,

VSM and TEC, is adaptive to the multiple-group oscilla-

tion case. Specifically, for the PFF formulation, the power

flow within each island is guaranteed by (4) and (7) with

xij ¼ 1, while the power exchange between different

islands is restricted as zero with xij ¼ 0. This formulation

holds for arbitrary island number. For the VSM formula-

tion, the voltage support between different islands is

eliminated by the zero elements in FLG in (9). Hence the

VSM assessment based on L-index remains valid on each

post-split island. For the TEC formulation, (22) calculates

the load shedding amount restricted by the frequency of

each island, which is also valid irrespective of the number

of islands. Consequently, model (23) has a good adapt-

ability for separating multiple generator groups. The

method performance for the multiple-group oscillation case

is also illustrated by the case study in Section 5.

4 Implementation scheme

To illustrate how the active splitting control should be

implemented with the proposed method performing SSS,

and what monitoring information is required in this whole

process, this section discusses the implementation

scheme for power system splitting. The structure for active

splitting control is presented in Fig. 4. The splitting control

scheme consists of two main modules, i.e., the stability

assessment module and the splitting execution module.

The first module performs disturbance detection, tran-

sient stability assessment and oscillation analysis with the

assist of real-time monitoring from the wide-area moni-

toring system (WAMS) and the supervisory control and

Solution of {xij}

 Constraints: SSC Constraints: SSC, PFF

Constraints:
SSC, PFF, VSM

Constraints:
SSC, PFF, VSM, TEC

Unaltered FR

Unaltered FR Shrunken OSR

Unaltered FR

Shrunken OSR

FR OSR

OSRFRFR OSR

FR

Fig. 3 Illustration of FR and OSR defined in space of

xijj8ði; jÞ 2 E
� 	
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data acquisition (SCADA) systems [4]. For this part, nec-

essary real-time information includes the real-time bus

angle and voltage, generator rotor angle, system frequency,

etc. Since transient stability assessment is not the main

concern of this paper, we do not discuss much about this

module.

Once the necessity of splitting control is affirmed by the

first module, the second module carries out the decision

and execution work for splitting control, in which deciding

‘‘where to split’’ is a core section and is done by the pro-

posed SSS approach. More specifically, the coherency

identification is firstly performed as a preliminary work to

identify the asynchronous generator groups based on the

real-time generator rotor angle data [32, 33]. Therefore, the

number of the islands in SSS is determined by the number

of the asynchronous generator groups, and the division of

the generators is determined by the coherency identifica-

tion result. Then, based on necessary power system

parameters (i.e., power grid topology and branch parame-

ters gij; bij; b
0
ij in (3)–(7) and (17), generator parameters

Hd;Rd in (22)), on-line monitoring data (i.e., power load

condition before fault occurrence PL0
i ;QL0

i in (17)), and

real-time monitoring data (i.e., generator mechanical

power Pmec
d in (22)), the SSS process is activated by run-

ning the MISOCP model presented in (23). Nextly, toge-

ther with the decision of a proper splitting time [5, 34], the

splitting control is executed to perform system separation.

Further, after the system splitting, necessary emergency

control strategies such as under frequency load shedding,

over frequency generator tripping, etc. would be separately

adopted on each island for oscillation damping.

5 Numerical simulation

This section presents the numerical simulation in a

realistic provincial power system in central China, referred

to as RPPS. All algorithms are coded in MATLAB R2016a.

The commercial optimization software CPLEX12.6 is uti-

lized as the MISOCP solver. Coherency identification is

performed using the principal component analysis method

[32]. A splitting strategy space reduction method [17] is

employed to enhance the optimization efficiency.

5.1 System introduction and fault condition

RPPS is abstracted from the 220 kV/500 kV network of

a realistic power system. As shown in Fig. 5, RPPS is

composed of 40 generators, 250 buses and 369 branches. It

is a typical hydro-thermal power system, with hydro power

mainly in the southwestern area and thermal power mainly

in the central and eastern areas. This feature makes the

potential power islands differ in terms of regulation and

reserve capacity.

Two typical faults inducing the inter-area oscillation are

considered, as shown in Fig. 5. In the following, the

validity and necessity of the proposed SSS approach is

investigated based on these faults.

5.2 Method validity analysis

5.2.1 A two-group oscillation case

Set fault 1 as a three-phase short circuit fault lasting for

0.3 s. The fault location is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6a

presents the dynamic curves of the generator rotor angle

Splitting execution module

Stability assessment module

End

Start

Appropriate control methods
Inter-area

oscillation detected?

Activate splitting?N

N

Y

Fault occurrence

Transient stability assessment

Splitting strategy searching
(run model (23))

Splitting strategy decision

System splitting execution

Necessary island emergency control 

Y

On-line monitoring data 
from WAMS and SCADA

On-line monitoring data from
WAMS and SCADA
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Fig. 4 Structure of active splitting control scheme
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Fig. 5 RPPS topology, generator distribution and fault position
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after fault 1. An out-of-step oscillation between the two

generator groups is clearly induced by the fault. Accord-

ingly, RPPS is supposed to be split into two islands to

separate these two asynchronous generator groups.

The optimal splitting strategies presented in Fig. 7a.

Suppose that the splitting strategy is activated 2 s after the

fault clearance, including the SSS computation time of

approximately 1.2 s and the SSS preparation work and data

transfer (assumed to be 0.8 s in total). With 14 transmis-

sion lines tripped out, the asynchronous generator groups

are successfully divided into two isolated islands with

feasible power flow solutions.

Furthermore, Fig. 7 investigates the island stability

performance. Without the splitting control, the out-of-step

oscillation between the two generator groups induces sev-

ere angle and voltage instability, and finally leads to the

system-wide collapse, as shown in Fig. 6. In contrast, by

executing splitting control with the properly-selected

strategy shown in Fig. 7a, the inter-area oscillation is

eliminated and each island can separately damp the

generator oscillation as presented in Fig. 7b. Comparing

Figs. 7c and 6b, it can be observed that the potential

voltage collapse risk induced by the out-of-step oscillation

is also effectively refrained on each island. The transient

stability performance verifies the feasibility of the adopted

splitting strategy.

Additionally, Table 1 summarizes the load shedding

price of the obtained splitting strategy. In Table 1,
P

PG,P
PL separately represent the power generation and power
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load amount within each island; DPper represents the

steady-state load shedding, relating to Obasic in (23); DPtem

represents the transient load shedding, relating to OTEC in

(23). It can be seen that before the disturbance, the power

flow direction on the tripped transmission lines is from

island I to island II. After the splitting control, each island

holds power balance and maintains power supply sepa-

rately by generation regulation and re-dispatch. However,

in the transient process on island II, the frequency dip risk

leads to some temporary load losses. This phenomenon is

induced by the inadequate frequency response ability of

island II. As a power-receiving region, island II originally

holds a 15% imbalance between load and generation before

splitting. Thus, after the system splitting, the corresponding

generators should immediately increase their generation to

prevent the unacceptable frequency dip. However, the

generators in island II are primarily conventional thermal

power plants, whose regulation speeds are relatively slow.

Consequently, 5.66% power load is shed in the transient

process to maintain the frequency dynamics, which can be

recovered after the island reaches a steady state.

5.2.2 A multi-group oscillation case

Splitting control for fault 2 represents a typical multi-

group oscillation case. The fault location is shown in

Fig. 8a. With a three-phase short circuit fault lasting for 0.3

s, the generator rotor angle dynamic (as shown in Fig. 8a)

indicates an inter-area oscillation among three groups of

generators. Hence, the system should be split into three

isolated power islands. The optimized splitting strategy is

presented in Fig. 9, which effectively separates the three

asynchronous generator groups. Figure 8b, c together

illustrate the transient feasibility of the obtained splitting

strategy. This case indicates the practicability of the pro-

posed approach in the multi-group oscillation case.

Additionally, the performance indices of the optimized

splitting strategy is summarized in Table 2, including the

island power balance situation, the power load shedding

amount and the VSM. It is obvious that island III is the

receiving region with over 50% power load services from

other regions in the pre-split steady state. Thus, the limited

generation regulation capacity on island III causes 37.18%
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Table 1 Island power balance and power load shedding conditions of optimized splitting strategy for fault 1

Condition Island
P

PG (p.u.)
P

PL (p.u.) DPper (p.u.) DPtem (p.u.)

Before splitting Island I 87.13 79.90 – –

Island II 46.13 53.24 – –

After splitting Island I 79.90 79.90 0 0

Island II 53.24 53.24 0 3.01
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power load shedding considering the transient frequency

dip.

5.3 Method necessity analysis

In the following, the splitting case under fault 1 is taken

as a representative to further discuss the effect and neces-

sity of considering SEC and TEC for improving the island

static and transient performance. A comparison of splitting

strategies with and without stability considerations is pre-

sented. Denote the splitting strategy obtained by the pro-

posed SSS approach, namely the strategy shown in Fig. 7a,

as S0. The comparative strategies are generated by the SSS

model proposed in [23], which aims to minimize steady-

state load shedding with the constraints of synchronization

separation and DCPF only. This model is denoted as M1.

As demonstrated in [23], there exist MOSs for M1. And

using the conventional optimization algorithms can only

obtain one optimal solution randomly. This fact indicates

that the strategies generated by M1 are not unique in every

computation and do not provide the island stability infor-

mation for the system operators. Although specific algo-

rithms can be used to obtain all the optimal solutions for

M1, the stability performance of all the candidate strategies

should be further checked and compared, which introduces

extra computational time.

Two splitting strategies are stochastically generated by

M1 and they are denoted as C1 and C2. Table 3 presents

the comparison between S0, C1 and C2. First, note that all

three of these strategies achieve complete power supply

(i.e., no steady-state power load loss) while satisfying

conventional DCPF and SSC. This phenomenon is con-

sistent with the MOS feature of M1 revealed in [23].

However, although C1 and C2 are capable of separating

asynchronous generator groups and maintaining the DCPF

constraint, they may not be the best choice, or even a

feasible choice, for practical operation considering the

island stability issues.

1) Steady-state performance comparison. More specifi-

cally, for the steady-state stability performance, Table 3

illustrates that without the consideration of reactive power

flow, the power islands formed in C1 are actually incapable

of obtaining a feasible AC power flow operating point.

Although the conventional DCPF result shows no abnor-

mality, indicating that the active power supply is adequate,

C1 is unreasonable for voltage support and reactive power

distribution. These types of strategies are clearly unac-

ceptable in practical operation and should be rejected in the

SSS process. In contrast to C1, C2 and S0 both possess

feasible operating points on each island. However, C2 is

inferior to S0 considering the island stability margin per-

formance. This result indicates that C2 is a worse choice

compared with S0 from the perspective of static stability

margin despite its feasibility in power flow solving.

2) Transient performance comparison. For the transient

stability performance, a frequency dip risk exists on island

II due to its restricted frequency response capacity, as

discussed previously. Although no power load shedding is

induced in the steady state considering generation capacity,

the frequency dynamics leads to a considerable temporary

load loss. Specifically, C1 and C2 respectively induce

26.29% and 13.15 % load sheddings in the transient pro-

cess to prevent the frequency dip. This power load loss is

largely avoidable, but it is not sufficiently recognized due

Generator in island ; Generator in island 
Generator in island ; Bus in island 

Bus in island ; Bus in island ; Tripped-out branch

Fig. 9 Optimal splitting strategy for fault 2

Table 2 Splitting performance of optimized strategy for fault 2

Condition Island
P

PG (p.u.)
P

PL (p.u.) DPper (p.u.) DPtem (p.u.) VSM

Before splitting Island I 79.31 56.89 – – –

Island II 26.15 19.61 – – –

Island III 27.67 56.65 – –

After splitting Island I 56.89 56.89 0 0 0.0842

Island II 19.61 19.61 0 0 0.0298

Island III 56.65 56.65 0 21.06 0.0592
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to neglecting TEC in model M1. In contrast, S0 only causes

5.66% load shedding. This result indicates the necessity of

considering TEC.

Theoretically, M0 presents superiority over M1 because

it depicts a modified substitution of the realistic splitting

strategy space, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Clearly, it is dif-

ficult to directly depict the realistic splitting strategy space

considering the precise model of all the transient and static

processes during the system islanding. Rather, both M0 and

M1 attempt to investigate a simplification or an approxi-

mation of the realistic strategy space. In the approximated

strategy space, SSS can be performed more easily. How-

ever, the complete neglect of stability considerations leads

M1 to an over-optimistic extension of the realistic feasible

strategy space. Thus, the strategies obtained from M1 have

a high potential of locating beyond the realistic strategy

space, as illustrated by the green area in Fig. 10. These

strategies (such as C1) result in unsatisfactory stability

performance. Although some solutions may be obtained

within the feasible strategy space, such as C2, it is rather

stochastic. This uncontrollable and stochastic decision

process would be unacceptable in practical utilization. In

contrast, M0 provides a more cautious substitution of the

realistic strategy space. With an appropriate formulation of

both the static and transient stability characteristics, the

irrational strategies with poor stability performance can be

largely rejected. Thus, a splitting strategy with better static

and transient equilibriums is selected to ensure island sta-

bility performance.

5.4 Further discussion

As presented in Section 3.4, M0 is a multi-objective

optimization model. Thus, the trade-off between less load

shedding and higher stability margin can be adjusted by the

objective weights k1; k2; k3 in (23). Table 4 tabulates sev-

eral strategies with different emphases on SEC and TEC.

Since minimizing the steady-state load shedding is of the

highest priority, k1 is fixed. Setting k2 to 0 indicates a

higher priority of transient load supply requirement over

steady-state stability. Consequently, only 3.63% transient

load shedding is induced, although it breaks other stability

considerations to some extent. Investigating the island

topologies under different objective weights, it can be

found that the buses of low VSM are concentrated in areas

with chain structures, and without the VSM consideration,

this impractical network structure is not detected. Setting

k3 to 0 leads to the splitting strategy with a higher VSM on

island I but more load shedding in the transient process.

Specifically, 19.75% load shedding is induced to prevent

the frequency dip in this strategy. When setting k2 and k3 to

0, the model degrades into SSS without any stability con-

siderations and results in a stochastic performance on

island stability characteristics.

Further, to investigate the adaptability of the proposed

approach, Table 5 provide simulation results for more

stochastical faults that may reduce inter-area oscillation. In

each case, the splitting strategy effectively divides the

asynchronous generators into isolated islands of a certain

number, which is decided by the number of coherency

generator groups. The feasible steady-state operation point

and the island oscillation damping are both guaranteed,

Strategy
space of M1

Strategy
space of M0

Realistic feasible
strategy space

Solution of {xij}

Fig. 10 Illustration of strategy spaces of M0 and M1 defined in space

xijj8ði; jÞ 2 E
� 	

Table 4 Strategy comparison with different emphases on SEC and

TEC

Objective weights in (23) VSM DPtem (p.u.)

Island I Island II Island I Island II

ðk1; k2; k3Þ 0.2222 0.0599 0 3.01

ðk1; 0; k3Þ 0.3537 0.0600 0 2.12

ðk1; k2; 0Þ 0.1924 0.0601 0 8.92

ðk1; 0; 0Þ 0.3332 0.0603 0 10.74

Table 3 Performance comparison of different splitting strategies

Strategy Tripped branch number Power flow feasible? VSM (L-index) DPtem (p.u.)

Island I Island II Island I Island II

S0 14 Yes 0.2222 0.0599 0 3.01

C1 10 No – – 0 14.00

C2 13 Yes 0.3172 0.0600 0 7.00
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with an optimal load shedding amount in the transient

process and the steady state. Figure 11 presents the optimal

splitting strategy and the corresponding post-split transient

performance for some of the cases. As the figures illustrate,

the severe instability threat induced by the inter-area

oscillation is effectively refrained by forming separate-

stable islands. Although each island can not directly reach

the steady state by only executing splitting control, the

system splitting ensures the basic island stability and

restrains the risk of system-wide collapse, which is the

most important target of splitting control. In the subsequent

operation, each island can adopt proper assistant control

methods to separately damp the oscillation, which is much

slighter and easier to handle compared with the original

severe inter-area oscillation.

As for the computational efficiency, adding SEC and

TEC into the SSS model indeed increases the computation

time, but it is still acceptable for real-time control. The

simulation results provided in Table 5 verifies the method

practicability. It can be seen that in different oscillation

cases, the proposed SSS model can be effectively solved

within about one second, which is usable for the splitting

control execution. The solving efficiency benefits from

both the superior optimization properties of the MISOCP

problems and the splitting strategy space reduction tech-

nique [17]. For highly complicated and large-scale power

systems, we recommend performing off-line or on-line

Table 5 Method performance test for stochastic cases

Fault case Island number Island VSM Steady-state load shedding (%) Transient load shedding (%) Computational time (s)

Fault 1 2 (0.2222, 0.0599) (0, 0) (0, 5.66) 1.0492

Fault 2 3 (0.0842, 0.0298, 0.0592) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 37.18) 0.6988

Fault 3 2 (0.2085, 0.0820) (0, 0) (0, 19.18) 0.9490

Fault 4 3 (0.2076, 0.0794, 0.0385) (0, 0, 0) (0, 12.28, 0) 0.7213

Fault 5 2 (0.2663, 0.0638) (0, 0) (0, 6.64) 0.8879

Fault 6 2 (0.2407, 0.0757) (0, 0) (0, 10.03) 1.0281
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power network simplification before the real-time splitting

strategy decision to accelerate the searching process.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a MISOCP-based SSS approach

with consideration of island stability. The static stability

and transient stability issues in splitting control are inves-

tigated as well as their mathematical formulation in SSS.

By embedding the island stability issues in SSS, the pro-

posed method can provide a more practical splitting strat-

egy and make a comprehensive trade-off between island

stability and load shedding amount.

The consideration of SEC and TEC is vital to enhance

island static and transient stability during and after the

splitting control. The proposed method has two advantages

over previous works. First, it addresses the essential sta-

bility issues in both the steady state and the transient pro-

cess. These considerations can effectively directly reject

the splitting strategies with poor stability performance.

Second, the SSS problem is formulated as a deterministic

MISOCP problem. Compared with the previous heuristic

search methods or the non-linear optimization methods,

this MISOCP-based method exhibits satisfactory problem-

solving efficiency and is able to converge to a deterministic

and optimal solution rather than a stochastic solution.

In this work, we simply adopt a general-purpose solver,

i.e., CPLEX, for model optimization. A new optimization

algorithm is a topic for future work to further enhance the

computational efficiency. Besides, this paper adopts a lin-

earized model for the island transient frequency process, as

a trade-off between the handling the stability issues and the

ensuring the real-time decision. This is based on a rational

assumption that the spitting control is activated timely so

that the severest island instability threat is the frequency

dip/rise caused by the certain power imbalance. However,

if the execution of splitting control is largely delayed, the

unbalanced active power on the island might further induce

severe voltage stability issue. And in this case the igno-

rance of the voltage dynamic becomes impractical. It is

another topic that is on-going to deal with the transient

voltage stability issue.
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